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Abstract
In this thesis, we examine how mathematical network theory can be used to understand 100 years of United
States foreign relations history, documented in the State Department publication Foreign Relations of the
United States. This investigation uses a new R package, textnets, which creates networks based on text data
(Bail, 2016). This paper, first of all, explores and details the use of this new methodology. We then explain
how the descriptive statistic of betweenness centrality can be used to detect important years. Using this
quantitative definition of importance, we propose how to mathematically define historical time periods and
present our recommendations for time periods defined over our documents’ scope. While using these defined
time periods to build more text networks, we discovered that the highly-used statistic in text processing
and modeling, term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf ), may not be meaningful for big data. We
explore why this may be occurring and discuss possibilities for future research.
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1.1 Historical Documents as Quantitative Data
In recent years, there has been a significant push to quantify research in many fields, including international
relations, political science, and history. This emphasis comes on the heels of emerging technologies allowing
easy scanning and parsing of trillions of documents, which can then be used to answer quantitative questions.
This process is far from complete, however. As Borgman (2009) notes, although the Digital Humanities
Conference started in 1989, many so-called collections, such as books, articles, or maps, are not digitized.
Once they become digitized, however, there is a possibility for programmatic inquiries into long-held historical
beliefs and questions. Researchers traditionally dealing with qualitative measures have begun to value results
with statistically significant conclusions to signify how confident they are with their results. This academic
environment encourages mathematical scientists to investigate historical ideas both in a robust statistical
manner and create visualizations to interpret results for a more general, qualitative audience. When historical
documents are viewed as a set of digital data instead of just artifacts, new discoveries can be made.
1.1.1 Foreign Relations of the United States
The Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) is the Department of State’s Office of the Historian
publication that serves as the official record of all US administrations’ foreign relations decisions. FRUS
includes documents such as diplomatic correspondence, Presidential speeches, and declassified intelligence
exchanges. It has been published since 1861. This was historically a printed record, with volumes available
from the Government Printing Office itself (Foreign Relations of the United States, 1861). In the early 2000s,
the University of Wisconsin-Madison Digital Collections Center worked in collaboration with the University
of Illinois at Chicago Libraries to digitize nearly all volumes from 1861-1960 and make both the scanned
images and raw text available at the FRUS Digital Collections Archive. In addition to this collection website,
the Office of the Historian’s FRUS website is, today, maintained by University of Illinois at Chicago.
For my research, I used the digital, raw text collections on the above link, thus allowing documents from
1861-1960. There are 375 volumes and more than 400,000 total pages. Most volumes are chronologically
sorted by year, but some volumes are topical instead (example: Supplement, The World War) (Fuller &
Dennett, 1914). Each volume is split into sections, usually relating to a country or region about which the
documents were written. The Office of the Historian’s documents archive also includes documents from after
1960 until the end of the Cold War in 1989, but I focused on just the volumes available through the original
digitization project because the declassification and digitization of volumes after 1976 are more sporadic.
To my knowledge, until now, no large-scale quantitative and computational research has been completed on
this dataset.
1.2 Mathematical Network Theory
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Figure 1.1: An unweighted standard mathematical
network, G = (V,E).
One of the main advances in investigating
history quantitatively was beginning to utilize an
emerging mathematical field, network theory. In
mathematics, the the term “network” is often
interchangeable with “graph,” as networks are
represented in the same way as most graphs
seen in lower-level mathematics courses (Kolaczyk
& Csárdi, 2014). In discussing mathematical
networks, it is important to use both visualizations
of networks, as well as descriptive statistics such as
betweenness centrality, modularity, or communities
1.2.1. Mathematical networks are fundamentally
made out of two types of data: vertices and edges.
A network graph is represented by G = (V,E). V is
a set of vertices (or, nodes) and E is a set of edges
(also called links) (Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014). We
can talk about the number of vertices Nv = |V | as
the order of the network and the number of edges Ne = |E| as the size of the network (Kolaczyk & Csárdi,
2014). One example of a real-life network is the London Underground. If we think of this transportation
system as a mathematical network, all of the individual stations would be V , the nodes, and the tracks
between the different stations would be E, the edges. E can be thought of as A − B, with nodes A and
B connected by an edge. This specific connection is undirected, because either node can be the starting
node. In a directed network, there is a specific starting and ending node (ex: A → B, with A being the
starting node and B being the ending node). Networks can also be weighted or unweighted, depending on
whether the edges have some, non-negative, number associated with individual edges that represent that
edge’s property. An unweighted graph’s edges all have a weight of 1.0 (Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014). It may
be easier to visualize the properties of networks, as shown above in Figure 1.1.
Network theory has been used to represent problems as different as determining co-sponsorship for bills
in Congress or investigating the possibility of disrupting terrorist cells using economics principles (Zhang
et al., 2008; Michalak, Rahwan, Skibski, & Wooldridge, 2015). This model naturally also works well with
the study of political science because foreign relations is ultimately about relationships between people and
ideas (Victor, Montgomery, & Lubell, 2016).
Matrix Representation of Text Networks
A network can also be represented by a matrix, since a network is a representation of a graph. The matrix
that represents a graph is called an adjacency matrix. Many sources discuss adjacency matrices, but one
example is Biggs (1994). An adjacency matrix is a |V | × |V | matrix with positions (A, B) representing the
first and end node that an edge connects. If the graph is unweighted, a 1 in this position represents an edge
and a 0 represents no edge. In a weighted network, the number in the matrix represents the weight on the
edge. In the example below, W is a weighted adjacency matrix and U is an unweighted adjacency matrix.
Both networks have edges in the same places, but W adds the weight attribute for each edge.
W =
0 5 35 0 4
3 4 1
 U =




Research scientists in computer science, mathematics, and the quantitative humanities have long tried to
discover the best way to work with words, whether it be in recreating natural speech patterns in applications
such as Natural Language Processing, which is essential to Artificial Intelligence (see examples like (Manning
& Schütze, 1999)) or through detecting similarities between documents. A new methodology for looking at
the ways words relate to each other is textnets, created by Christopher Bail, a professor at Duke University
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(Bail, 2016). This R package, available on github.com/cbail/textnets, allows for complex network creation
through text documents.
According to the Github page, textnets has four main functions:
• preparing text
• creating text networks
• visualizing text networks
• discovering trends and characteristics of text networks
Preparing Text
All text data used in textnets is in a dataframe form, with different rows representing different documents.1
Each row must have a column with the text of the documents (called textvar) and a column with the group
to which each document belongs (called groupvar). These are the only two important columns to create a
text network, but my dataframe also includes the title of the document as well as the page and document
number from the database. I scraped all document pages from the online database into an Excel document
in the format in Table 1.1.2













again, in 1861, Mr.
Seward renewed
the offer to give
the adhesion of the
United States to the
declaration of the












Table 1.1: Example dataframe row for use in textnets
This dataframe is inserted into the command PrepText. In my dataframe, groupvar is the node group,
as I want to see the relationships between years, with all documents related to that year grouped together.
Therefore, the value node_type in PrepText should be set to "groups".
1According to the documentation, one of the benefits of textnets over other text-based modeling methods is that, because
textnets works with how words are structured together, any size text document will do, including tweets. In fact, the most
recent update of textnets includes an option to parse documents with the assumption that they are tweets, thus allowing for
mentions (@) and hashtags (#).
2Some FRUS documents are volumes of different years with an overall theme, as mentioned previously in 1.1.1. As a result,
sometimes years appear as the base year (ex: 1870) with the last year of the volume tagged on the end (ex: 187071 is a volume
from 1870-1871). In my databases, these multi-year volumes had nodes named 1870.71.
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Here is a code snippet of how I prepped my dataframe in textnets:
1 #Run PrepText
2 texts_Prepped <- PrepText(textdata = text_dataframe , groupvar = "year", textvar = "text",
tokenizer = "words", node_type = "groups", remove_stop_words = TRUE , compound_nouns =
TRUE )}
When remove_stop_words is TRUE, PrepText finds the most common words that are frequently said
(ex: “a”, “but”, “and”) and removes them from the text data (discussed more in 2.2). Additionally, when
compound_nouns is TRUE, PrepText identifies compound nouns (ex: “Soviet Union”) and returns this string
as one word instead of two. Overall, the PrepText function takes the longest time to run because it is
computationally dense: stripping every word, tagging every word, removing stop words and combining
compound nouns, counting up every lemma, and reporting its frequency. Individual documents no longer
matter, but the number of times a word appeared in any document from a year is the new statistic of interest.
In this sense, we can think of all of the documents relating to a year as the “text” from that year. The
output of PrepText may look something like Table 1.2.
year lemma count
1 1931.41 government 6043
2 1931.41 american 4271
3 1937 chinese 3137
4 1938 foreign 3006
5 1941 united states 1666
Table 1.2: Example output from PrepText function
tf-idf and Adjacency Matrices An important question in translating text information into networks is
how to decide edge weights and create the adjacency matrix. Weights, in this case, refer to how similar texts
are to each other, which is an incredibly complex thing to calculate. Bail (2016) uses Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (tf-idf ) as this measure, to weight the connection between a term and a document.
Term frequency is simply how many times a term appears in a document. Inverse document frequency, on
the other hand, was proposed by (Jones, 1972), and is represented by idf(t) = ln( ndnd(t) ), in which t is the
term we want to investigate, nd is the total number of documents and nd(t) is the number of documents
containing the term t (Silge & Robinson, 2017). By using natural log (ln), inverse document frequency
puts more weight on “important” words3 by decreasing the weight of words that appear commonly. Put all
together,
tf -idf = tf(t) · idf(t)
tf-idf is commonly used in natural language processing tasks, including most search engines.
In textnets, tf-idf is used to calculate weights for a sparse adjacency matrix for a text network between
terms and documents (a ”bipartite” network). The function takes in a prepped data.frame, as shown in
Table 1.2. In the calculation of tf-idf for this problem, the “term” is each lemma and the “frequency” is the
number of times that lemma appears from all the words in the text from a year. In this case, the inverse
document frequency refers to all of the words in the text of the year, and the log of the inverse proportion
of the times the lemma appears in all the words.4 On the computational side, the function bind_tf_idf,
part of the R package tidytext, calculates tf-idf values used in textnets. Then, textnets creates a sparse
adjacency matrix using the cast_sparse function, also in tidytext. Ultimately, the adjacency matrix of
the network between documents is a one-mode projection of the tf-idf values onto the network (Silge &
Robinson, 2016; Bail, 2016).
3In this case, importance is specified by a word being more rare. The idea is that if a word occurs a lot, it is probably a
word that does not add much meaning.
4It is important to note the different uses of the word “document” in this thesis: FRUS has many individual documents and
tf-idf is defined with “document” referring to all words in a set. In network discussions, I will prioritize using the term “text”
to refer to all of the words in all of the documents for a given year.
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Creating and Visualizing Text Networks
Once the PrepText function runs, creating and visualizing the text network is very simple.
1 #Create Text Network
2 country_network <<- CreateTextnet(texts_Prepped)
3
4 #Set a seed and save a picture
5 set.seed (88)
6 visnet <<- VisTextNet(country_network , alpha = 0.25, label_degree_cut = 0)
7 ggsave(paste(country_name ,".jpg"), visnet)
8
9 #VIP STEP: SAVE THE R ENVIRONMENT FILE
10 save.image(file=paste(country_name , ".RData"))
set.seed sets the randomization seed for how the visualization will look. The alpha variable is a “tuning
parameter.” For example, if alpha= 0.25, all edges beyond the 75th percentile (1−0.25 = 0.75) for strength
will be removed. The importance of this parameter is so that we can visualize the important structure of
the network, not the “hairball” that comes from including too many edges. An example is in Figure 1.2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: Change in alpha level for China text network. (a) alpha= 0.75; (b) alpha= 0.50; (c) alpha= 0.25
Discovering Trends and Characteristics
The last feature of textnets is identifying trends and characteristics through standard mathematical network
theory models. Three main statistics used in network theory are community detection, modularity, and
centrality. In this project, I only used the centrality measure.
Betweenness Centrality Betweenness centrality is one of the most important statistics in network theory.
It was first proposed in Freeman (1977). It represents how central a node is to the overall network by








where bi is the betweenness centrality with σst representing the total number of shortest paths from node s
to node t and σst(v) representing the total number of shortest paths from t to s that pass through node v.
Basically, we can think of betweenness centrality as a proportion of the shortest paths that include our
node of interest, V, versus the shortest paths that do not include our node of interest. A way to visualize high
betweenness centrality is to think of a bowtie-shaped graph, also known as a bi-community graph, shown in
Figure 1.3. In this graph, if we picked any random nodes on the left-hand side and tried to make a path to
any random node on the right-hand side, we would need to go through node V. V, therefore, would have the
highest betweenness centrality measure in this graph.
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Figure 1.3: A bi-community network with node V having a high betweenness centrality
In textnets, you can create a network with node size proportional to that node’s betweenness centrality
(Bail, 2016). This betweenness centrality measure is calculated by igraph’s standard betweenness function,





In FRUS, volumes have subtitles with the names of countries or areas of the world to which documents refer.
With a dataset of more than 400,000 total pages, I decided to start my investigation by splitting up the pages
into sets including any document in which a country is written about. I then created text networks, using
textnets for each country, with V being all years in which the documents occurred and E being calculated
by textnets through tf-idf -created adjacency matrices, discussed in 1.2.1.
2.1 Separating Dataset into Individual Countries
I debated whether I thought manually separating the pages or coding a program to separate the pages would
be both more efficient and precise. Eventually, I settled on a method of manual separation that used Excel’s
search features due to potential detection issues with simple coding programs, such as identifying documents
with the name of a country that did not actually refer to that country. Almost all searching happened in
the title column, since these fields usually include the name of the document and the country or region for
which the document refers.
My method started with removing all pages with certain titles that indicated that they did not contain
documents. These included:
• Delete all completely blank rows
• Delete all rows with titles that include “[Title page]”
• Delete all rows with titles that include “[Cover]”
• Delete rows with titles that include “Index” and are not appendices
• Delete all rows with titles that include “[Half-title]”
• Delete all rows with titles that include “[Contents]”
I also did not include any Prefaces, List of Persons, or other lists in the country subsets.
I then went through each country in the dataset, working from the FRUS website. I first searched the
name of the country in the title column and then manually scrolled through each row to actually determine
if the document belonged in the country’s subset. If it did, I copied it to a separate Excel document for that
subset.
In the next sections, I will illustrate some examples of countries for which creating subsets involved larger
logistical and philosophical decisions.
2.1.1 Countries with Changing Names
Over the period from 1860-1960, many countries inevitably changed names. In these cases, I searched all
names that applied to the country over the time period available. Table 2.2 shows many of these changing
names.
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Table 2.1: Example search terms to create subsets
country subset search terms example title
Turkey “Turkey”; “Turkish Empire” FRUS: Foreign relations
of the United States, 1946.
The Near East and Africa:
Turkey
Table 2.2: Example search terms to create subsets for multiple names
country subset possible names
Russia “Russia”, “Soviet Union”, “Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics”
Germany “Germany”, “Prussia”, “German”
Italy “Italy”, “Rome”
Iran “Iran”, “Persia”
Additionally, some countries became nations during this time period (examples include Czechoslovakia and
Australia). For these new countries, the subsets only begin once the United States acknowledges their
existence in FRUS titles.
2.1.2 Countries with Changing Boundaries
Another logistical decision related to countries for which boundaries changed over the 100 year time period,
or even those that still contain land disputes. A good example of this is Israel. Israel was created in
1948, causing an ongoing conflict with Palestinians in the region (Foreign Relations of the United States,
1948). Although this issue is highly political, Palestine is currently under Israeli control, so the search term
“Palestine” is combined with the subset “Israel.”
Another example in this dataset of this phenomenon is the United Kingdom, which officially became the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland in 1922 (Joyce & Briggs, 2019). Wales and Scotland,
however, united with England in 1536 and 1707, respectively, forming the United Kingdom of Great Britain
(Joyce & Briggs, 2019). Since Northern Ireland eventually became a part of the United Kingdom as it is
today, even though it was not included until 1922, I included these documents in the Great Britain dataset.
In actuality, due to the nature of FRUS document naming, documents did not exist with Ireland named
before 1922. After 1922, documents refer to the “United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,”
which, of course, belongs in this dataset.
Former Colonies
In the period from 1860-1960, many countries that were originally colonies gained independence. This
connects with 2.1.1, since these countries effectively changed names over time through gaining independence.
As a result, I subsetted documents based on the current country for the location to which that document
refers. For instance, French Indochina was the colonial name referring to modern-day Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia (Editors, 2019). All documents referring to French Indochina, then, belong in all of the subsets
of Veitnam, Laos, and Cambodia.
2.1.3 Documents for Multiple Countries
As noted above in 2.1.2, documents referring to multiple countries were placed in all subsets. Further research
possibilities are discussed in A, which explains how neural networks and machine learning could improve the
accuracy of these subsets. For now, I focused on just using the titles from the documents, which means that
some documents appear in more than one subset if the title includes multiple locations.
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2.2 Cleaning Network Data
After separating all datasets by hand using the methods discussed above in 2.1, I manually checked through
documents to make sure that these documents actually referred to the subset country. One example is
that many documents referring to China in the title actually talked about Japan, such as Further Japanese
political and economic penetration into China, 1934-1936. I then removed these documents. In addition
to manually checking that documents referred to the subset country, I employed different computational
functions to clean datasets on the sentence and word level.
Stop Words and Symbols
In textnets’ function PrepText, there is the option to remove stop words (Bail, 2016). Stop words are
those words that occur frequently in language but do not add any meaning. Some examples include: “I”,
“me”, “my”, “and”, “but”, “if”, “or”. If the option to remove stop words is set to true, textnets uses the
tidytext function get_stop words. This function reads through each word in the dataset and identifies
stop words via the Snowball stop words dataset. A list of all stop words included in this dataset can be
found at Snowball stop words List (Porter, 2002).
Stop words are not the only parts of sentences that need to be removed to accurately create text networks
and properly analyze results. Scraping from the Internet usually leaves text data with unwanted symbols
and blank spaces. I used the package textclean’s function strip, which removes all symbols and numbers
(Rinker, 2018). After using strip, I removed all blank rows and other symbols.
1 prepped_2 = texts_Prepped
2
3 prepped_2 = prepped_2[!is.na(prepped_2$lemma) ,]
4
5 prepped_2$lemma = strip(prepped_2$lemma)
6
7 prepped_2 = prepped_2[!prepped_2$lemma == "",] #remove all rows just stripped
8
9 #clean all rows with only one letter in them
10 prepped_2 = prepped_2[!substring(prepped_2$lemma , 2) == "",]
11
12 prepped_2 = prepped_2[!prepped_2$lemma == "’s",]
Removing stop words and generally cleaning the text is especially important in the kind of text analysis
computed in this thesis, as similarities between years is calculated with tf-idf. Even though tf-idf lowers the
weight of frequently occurring words, many instances of the word “and” would make the program believe
that documents from different years are more similar than they actually are for practical purposes.
Words Referring to the Country Itself
It is important to remove all words that would appear often without adding practical value for analysis.
Since these datasets contain all documents in which the State Department of the United States wrote about
a country, logically, many or all years of documents referring to a country will contain words referring to that
country or the people from that country. The inclusion of these words would, therefore, artificially calculate
years as being more similar than they are practically. I removed all lemmas with these terms. Table 2.3 lists
some countries with examples of how varying lemmas could be in reference to the place or people. The logic
explained in 2.1 applies here. A deeper explanation of why this process was necessary is explained in A.2. 1
1Note: Although the lemmas in Table 2.3 are uppercased, all words in the dataset are lowercase. This is forced through the
use of strip.
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Table 2.3: Examples of Country and Citizen Reference Lemmas
country subset lemma for references to country or citizens
Afghanistan “Afghan”, “Afghanistan, “Afghanistani”
Chile “Chili”, “Chilean”, “Chile”, “Chilian”
Congo “Congo”, “Congolese”, “Kongo”, “Kongolese”
Iran “Iran”, “Persia”
Russia “Russia”, “Russian”, “Soviet Union”, “Soviet”,
“Russo”
Thailand “Thai”, “Thailand”, “Siamese”, “Siam”
United Kingdom “British”, “English”, “United Kingdom”,
“Scottish”, “Scotland”, “Welsh”, “Brit”, “UK”,
“Irish”, “Irishman”, “Ireland”





Once all documents were put into country subsets, the question became what use the data could give to
researchers. Each subset was run through textnets, creating textnets, visualizing the results, and saving the
resulting data. This was done, in the beginning, more as an exploratory exercise to see what might “appear”
in the visualizations. Once all subsets were graphed, two big findings seemed to be true over all subsets:
the presence of temporal patterns in Vi,
1 and the usefulness of betweenness centrality to communicate years
that are particularly “important” to that country’s history in relation to US foreign relations.
3.1 Temporal Nature of Vi
Temporal data is that data which relates to time, or has time as part of its variability. Temporal data
is extremely important in mathematical modeling because most data available in “scientific and statistical
databases (SSDB)” has some relation to a time-stamp in which the data was created (Segev & Shoshani,
1987, p. 1). These types of data are often more meaningful when connected to a temporal variable, and
sometimes do not even have a “current” version that would be meaningful (Segev & Shoshani, 1987). The
FRUS subset data is temporal because each document is connected to a volume year, or the set V with
individual nodes vi,j , with i representing the subset number (referenced in B), and j representing the node
number in this dataset. Of course this data, then, would be temporal.
The interesting finding once the text networks were created, however, was that this temporal nature of
the data greatly impacted the shapes of resulting text networks. All text networks created, no matter their
size, approximately kept temporal data in date order. This means that, although nodes were not coded to
space themselves by the date in which their node occurred, text data from the subsets matched dates that
were close together as more similar, thus creating networks with years that were closer together in time as
actually more similar quantitatively. This idea can be better understood through looking at a few of the
resulting text networks from different size subsets as examples in Figure 3.1.2
Although these four networks have different orders, they all show approximate temporality in the
placement of vertices. The similarity of nodes that are close in date can be shown beyond simple
visualizations, however. The mathematical measurement for grouping nodes in a network is called community
detection, which uses the descriptive statistic modularity (Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014). Modularity refers to
how dense edges are between nodes in a “cluster,” or “module,” versus the density between nodes outside of
these groups. Mathematically, let Ci be a candidate partition, fii = fii(C) is the fraction of edges connecting





1i represents the subset for a specific country, in alphabetical order from i = 1 to 93. These numbers are expanded in B.
2Although all of the subsets in 3.1 are quite large, this pattern also follows for smaller subsets with orders as small as 6 or
8 nodes. It is a bit easier to visualize how this pattern works over a long period of time with subsets with bigger orders, which




Figure 3.1: Networks showing nodes remaining in approximate temporal order, colored by modularity. (a)
France, |V29| = 86; (b) Spain, |V77| = 81; (c) Peru, |V65| = 72; (d) Venezuela, |V91| = 64.
fkk∗ is the expected value of fkk in a model. fkk is usually defined as fk+f+k, where they are the row
and column sums of a K × K matrix with entries fij . (Newman & Girvan, 2004; Kolaczyk & Csárdi,
2014). Basically, modularity compares the number of edges expected for a node if the overall graph was
randomized versus what is actually present in the graph. A graph with closely connected groups without
many edges between nodes in other groups, then, will have high modularity. Modularity can be used for
community detection, or noting which nodes exist in groups called “communities.” Community detection is
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a much-researched area in network science, and there are many ways to identify communities (Kolaczyk &
Csárdi, 2014). textnets, though, uses the Louvain community detection algorithm to detect communities
in text networks (Bail, 2016). Communities detected through the TextCommunities function in textnets,
which utilizes cluster louvain, shows which nodes are most similar to others and groups them. Louvian
detection attempts to save processing power by not completing every possible combination for modularity.
Since my networks are not too large, I decided to use cluster optimal from igraph instead (Csardi &
Nepusz, 2006).3 This function tries all possible partitions and chooses the best ones. I ran cluster optimal
and the results further show how the subset text data’s temporal factor is a way to group nodes. It is
important to note that I do acknowledge the problem of resolution parameters (Weir, Emmons, Gibson,
Taylor, & Mucha, 2017). However, since the networks are small and I am focusing on proving temporality
through modularity instead of investigating modularity itself, I do not need to worry about this issue.
As Figure 3.4 shows, years in their temporal order remain almost exclusively in discrete communities.
The only exceptions are the few years that appear in a certain modularity class before the last year in the
class before, but this almost always appears in one modularity class above or below, therefore making the
overall nodes follow this generalization.
The importance in this finding is that the language in FRUS does, indeed, change over time. Although
this may seem a bit trivial, this realization is actually quite significant. It means that, for all intents and
purposes, any country that the United States discusses over time has changing information in its text data.
Thinking about this historically, we can claim that FRUS contains documents that represent a shifting view
of countries, based on when, temporally, the document occurs.
3.2 Betweenness Centrality and Importance
Betweenness centrality, as defined in 1.2.1, describes how central a node is to a network’s structure overall.
Due to the way that nodes in these subsets stay in temporal order in language similarity, we can make
the claim that a node with high betweenness centrality is a year in which language significantly shifted.
In other words, if a node (or, even a few nodes), occur at a “bottleneck”-shaped space in the graph, due
to the temporal nature of these data, the nodes on one side of this high betweenness centrality node will
approximately occur before this node in time, and the nodes on the other side will occur after.
textnets, as aforementioned in 1.2.1, uses igraph’s betweenness function to calculate the betweenness
centrality of each node (Bail, 2016; Csardi & Nepusz, 2006). The results of this calculation can, then, be used
to scale node size in the visualization of text networks, using betweenness = TRUE in VisTextNet (Bail,
2016). The networks that were particularly interesting were those that had one node (or a small number
of nodes) with a high betweenness centrality. These nodes were considered “important” for that country,
since this year marks a significant change in language. The same four countries from above can be seen with
betweenness = TRUE in Figure 3.3.
Although these networks are exciting to see, simply looking at visualizations of text networks does not
communicate anything about these important years compared to other nations.4 This method also does not
show this data temporally, which is important for these data as documents over time.
3.2.1 Betweenness Centrality Measures as y
With betweenness centrality measures for each country, measures of overall betweenness centrality could be
calculated for the entire dataset. First, betweenness centrality measures for each year were collected for each
country. The country was also tagged with a location variable, which signified the area of the world in
which this country exists. The purpose of location is to allow analysis based on the area of the world, since I
hypothesized that perhaps larger subsections of the world would be more responsive to betweenness centrality
changes together than individual countries. To collect all betweenness centrality measures, I reran a modified
3In all textnet calculations, I replaced cluster louvian with cluster optimal. This means that my functions were not
exactly the same as textnets, but since I was only using this option to show temporality, it made no impact on the overall
results.




Figure 3.2: Years graphed by community. (a) France ; (b) Spain; (c) Peru; (d) Venezuela.
version of CreateTextnet which saved the betweenness centrality measures for the inputed .RData file, as
well as updated this country’s location.5
1 calcbc <- function(text_network , alpha = .25, label_degree_cut=0, betweenness=FALSE ,
countryname , locations){
2
3 # functions from original CreateTextnets ....
4




Figure 3.3: VisTextNet with betweenness centrality for node size. (a) France ; (b) Spain; (c) Peru; (d)
Venezuela.
5 allbc1 <<- data.frame(year = V(pruned)$name)
6 allbc1$bc <<- betweenness(pruned)
7 allbc1$country <<- paste(countryname)
8 allbc1$location <<- paste(locations)
9 }
10
11 #write all of the information together into a .csv file
12 allbc = rbind(allbc , allbc1)
15
13 write.csv(allbc , "total_betweenesscent.csv")
14 rm(list=setdiff(ls(), c("allbc", "calcbc"))) #clears memory except for these two functions
15 gc()
A list of location for each country is in Table B.2. These locations were assigned based on where a standard
Google search placed the country.
Only 81 countries out of 93 total had nodes with calculable betweenness centrality. The following table
shows summary statistics on the bc column.
minimum Q1 median (M) mean (µ) Q3 maximum
0.00 3.00 20.00 46.69 59.00 1034.00
The difference between M and µ suggests a strong skew to the right in the distribution of betweenness
centrality measures. This this further illustrated in the histogram of betweenness centrality, shown in Figure
3.4a.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Betweenness centrality Distributions. (a) Histogram of betweenness centrality. µ = 46.69
(blue), M = 20 (red) ; (b) Boxplot with Outliers (jittered) for betweenness centrality.
Given the high number of outliers as well as the incredibly skewed distribution, analysis for betweenness
centrality in these data is best calculated on the outliers only. A calculation of outliers involves the
Interquartile Range (IQR), calculated by
IQR = Q3−Q1
where Q3 and Q1 are the points that define quartiles I and III. Outliers are then defined as those points
which lie beyond 1.5 · IQR of Q1 or Q3. For this dataset,
IQR→ 59− 3 = 56
1.5 · IQR = 84
Q3 + 84 = 143
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All betweenness centrality measures above 143 are outliers and were included in the new dataset. This new
subset has the following summary statistics:
minimum Q1 median mean Q3 maximum
144.00 169.00 200.00 253.86 289.00 1034.00
To investigate this data visually, Figure 3.5 shows the top two nodes from each country in the outlier dataset.
Figure 3.5: Top Two Nodes for Each Country in Outlier Dataset graphed over time by betweenness centrality,
colored by location
Interestingly, only 45 countries out of 81 in the original file have outlier nodes. The outlier set is heavily
European countries, as shown by Figure 3.7a.
Smoothed Data
Since many countries in this dataset have either nonexistent betweenness centralities for certain years, for
which zeroes are inputted, or many zeros as actual values for betweenness centrality, the data in its original
form is “choppy” and difficult to analyze accurately. One method used for accommodating for data with
a lot of noise is to smooth with a window filter. There are many types of smoothing windows, including
the Gaussian function, also known as the probability density function of the normal distribution (Weisstein,










We can use the Gaussian function to create a window function, which smooths data by fitting it with the








where, “–N/2 ≤ n ≤ N/2, σ ≥ 2 is the tuning parameter of the window to have the desired “main lobe
width – side lobe peak” trade-off and window length is M = N + 1.” R has a package, smoother, which
takes in data and returns it after it has been smoothed (Hamilton, 2015). The Gaussian smoothing function
is called smth.gaussian. The standard function assumes a smoother.window size of 0.1, or 10% of the data
to smooth.
1 smth.gaussian(x = stop("Numeric Vector ’x’ is Required"), window = getOption("smoother.
window"), alpha = getOption("smoother.gaussianwindow.alpha"), ..., tails = getOption("
smoother.tails"))
The window size is the most inconvenient part of using a smoothing method. The window size determines
the width of the data that is smoothed at any given point. As a result, smoothing the year data results in
“lost” information about the first four and last five years (1861, 1863, 1864, 1865.66, 1950, 1951, 1952.54,
1955.57, and 1958.6). As a result, after smoothing, we cannot make conclusions about the post-World War II
era, and especially not for the early Cold War. Although it is messy, Figure 3.6 shows what the betweenness
centrality data looked like after it was smoothed.
Figure 3.6: Smoothed Betweenness Centrality Data by Country, colored by location
The IQR method for outliers was used again to find an outlier dataset for the smoothed data. For this
set,
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IQRsm → 28.97− 0 = 28.97
1.5 · IQRsm = 43.46
Q3sm + 43.46 = 72.42
The outlier data for the smoothed data was, in many ways, similar to the unsmoothed set (which was
intentional). There are small differences in the proportion of outlier nodes in the smoothed dataset from
different locations, however (see Figure 3.7). For instance, the bottom four locations for location (Africa,
Balkans, Eastern Europe, and Scandinavia) all switched ranks for proportion. Other than this difference,
however, the proportions remained similar over the two sets.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Pie Chart of Proportion of Outlier Nodes by Location. (a) Original; (b) smoothed by Gaussian
window function.
In looking at Figure 3.6, there appeared to be consistent peaks and troughs over many locations. This
speaks to an idea of historical periods. It also seemed that the highest nodes for each year, connected by a line
of highest betweenness centrality, would communicate the most information about when historical periods
occur overall. When the outlier betweenness centralities for the smoothed data was graphed, definite peaks
for betweenness centrality “height” became contrasted with troughs of particularly “small” betweenness
centrality (Figure 3.8). Due to using Gaussian smoothing, most of the highest peaks are dominated by nodes
from one country. It is important to note, however, that most peaks have more outliers from the same
location also peaking, albeit to a smaller extent, in a similar range of dates. This suggests the importance
of locality for impactful historical events.
The next step is calculating historical time periods. When looking at individual countries, a higher
betweenness centrality statistic explained about this node’s location in the network and, thus, told of its
resulting importance. When using all betweenness centrality measures together, however, interest lies in
smaller betweenness centrality “troughs” and higher betweenness centrality “peaks.” There are also times
that are, on average, low change periods, versus the big peaks that stand out visually. With many countries, I
am making a system-wide argument, which necessarily differs from the method used for individual countries.
In Figure 3.8, historical periods can be seen when looking at where the curves begin to increase in slope, thus
showing a coming change in events. This is a time-period “build-up.” We can define a historical time period,
then, as the distance between local minima (or, local points where events begin to build). This follows with
the notion that changes are precipitous, and influence a large amount of time.
With this logic, I used the lowest outlier point for each overall peak and calculated my suggested historical
periods based on betweenness centrality measures. My proposed time periods are visually represented in
Figure 3.9, and written out numerically in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8: Outliers with gray line connecting the top outlier for each year. Dotted lines connect the
location’s top outlier for each year. Top outlier for each year labeled with its country.
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
First Year 1872.73 1879.80 1890.91 1897 1919 1925 1938 1945
Table 3.1: Historical Periods
Of course, a few of these historical periods particularly stand out. 1897-1919 is clearly World War I, 1919-
1925 is the in-between and reconstruction period, 1925-1938 is the Great Depression, and 1938-1945 is World
War II. The World War I period is the one that stands out the most visually. Also, the case could be made
for 1) breaking the period up into two periods from 1897-1912 and 1912-1919 and 2) moving the beginning
of this time period to closer to 1901 or 1902 because the slope from 1897-1902 is more gradual than after
that point. This peculiarity speaks to the incredible historical importance of World War I as an event.6
3.3 Networks of Historical Periods
The logical next step after determining historical periods was to subset the data into the historical periods
and rerun textnets on these subsets with the countries as the nodes instead of the years. Using the same
ideas as before, the networks should show the similarities between years over a time period. My hypothesis
was that countries from a similar location would be more likely to be in the same communities. Since
these are split into the historical periods chosen before, it would make sense that events mentioned in these
6As mentioned before, due to smoothing, no conclusions can be drawn about the post-World War II period and no outliers
exist for the beginnings of the Cold War.
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Figure 3.9: Dotted lines defining important historical periods by betweenness centrality.
documents would already be similar based on the location throughout the world.
3.3.1 First Two Historical Periods
The communities detected by cluster optimal mostly follow the intuition about communities being related
to the location of the country (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). The actual networks also show a shape with clusters
of countries with similarities between them over this time period.
The main reason to use textnets for these time periods was to try to find information difficult to
discover using standard historical research methods. texnets can pull out words that are significant to each
community for the overall time period, for instance. Many of the words detected through this method were
country or city names. An example is the lemma “abyssinian” for community 2. This refers to the conflict
between Egypt and, eventually, Italy against Ethiopia (once called Abyssinia) (Erlich, 2007). This conflict
would end up involving many proxy nations, including Russia. It is possible that the United States cared
about this conflict, at least in part, because this area involved a famous United Kingdom rescue mission
of Europeans from the Ethiopian highlands in 1867-1868. (Matthies & Rendall, 2012). The second highest
group of “important” words in the communities, however, were names of generals and leaders of countries.
One example is the lemma “colonel latorre” for community 4 in the 1872-1890 period. Colonel Latorre was
the president of Uruguay from March 1876-March 1880 (López-Alves, 2000, p. 72). He is credited with being
one of the first “state-makers” for Uruguay (López-Alves, 2000, p. 92).
The fact that textnets pulled out these words as important gives a bit of insight into what the United
States’ foreign relations documents focused on during this time period. It is unlikely that this would be as
obvious without performing a quantitative method to compare all documents as a whole.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Two historical period networks. (a) 1872-73-1879-80 period; (b) 1879-90-1890-91 period.
1 2 3 4
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Table 3.2: Communities by modularity for the
first historical period.
1 2 3 4
Argentina Austria Chile China















Table 3.3: Countries (Location) in Communities
by modularity for the second historical period
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1st Year 1872.73 1879.80 1890.91 1897 1912 1919 1925 1938 1945
Pages 1282 834 3672 15957 8816 10255 31071 45551 28911
Table 3.4: Periods and Pages Included
3.3.2 Surprising Findings
Unfortunately, this method did not produce the same results for the historical time periods with larger texts.
The time periods steadily increased in document number as time increased, as is shown in Table 3.4. This
is not surprising, since advancements in technology as well as the growing interconnectedness of the world
led to more documents being created.
The results from creating networks of the time periods with more pages, however, seems to show that
textnets cannot differentiate meaningful information with too many documents, while also having nodes
with small amounts of text. The networks in Figure 3.11 do not make logical sense. The 1897-1912 period
seems to have no form at all, with all countries connected to each other without distinguishing characteristics.
San Marino, Greece, and Tanzania are central in the 1925-1938 period. The fact that Congo, San Marino,
Greece, and Tanzania stand out in two of these networks suggests the potential problem. All of these countries
have disproportionately small amounts of documents compared to other countries. It seems highly likely
that too much data for some countries and too little data for others has muted individual, and meaningful,
information from presenting itself. Instead, countries are connected to the smallest subsets because, perhaps,
the lemmas from these groups have relatively large term frequency, and thus, higher tf-idf.
Let’s look at the 1912-1919 period, for instance. In this network, “Congo” is the most central node.
As this period represents the most significant historical event of modern time, World War I, the fact that
Congo is most central clearly does not make sense. The reasons for why this is happening can be found in
the calculated tf-idf values for each lemma in the full set. Once the values are computed and lemmas used
by only one author are removed, a data.frame with each lemma and computed tf-idf value remains. Table
3.5 shows the lemma, group (country) this lemma belongs in, the times this lemma appears, and the resulting
computed tf, idf, and tf-idf. Five of the top 20, and 4 of the top 4, tf-idf values correspond to a lemma from
Congo.7 The counts of these lemmas are all either 1 or 2. In turns out that all of these lemmas are in one
document, written in 1916. It reads:
KONGO[:] ABROGATION BY THE UNITED STATES OP ARTICLE 5 OP THE TREATY
OF JANUARY 24, 1891, CONCLUDED BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE
INDEPENDENT STATE OP THE KONGO.—ACCEPTANCE OP THE ABROGATION AND
DENUNCIATION OP THE TREATY BY BELGIUM. (See Belgium)8 (Foreign Relations of the
United States, 1916)
Having only this one document represent all of the data for this country, then, incredibly inflates the tf-
idf values for these lemmas. The network adjacency matrix is defined as the cross product of the sparse
tf-idf matrix. This means that the weights between countries are defined as the sums of multiplied tf-idf
values when two countries have the same lemma. Since Congo has so few words available, its lemmas have
disproportionately high tf-idf, as aforementioned. This means that the weights between Congo and other
countries will get a “boost” compared to other countries. These other countries, whose lemmas have much
smaller tf-idf values, need many more overlapping words to get to the same added weights on their edges.
Table 3.6 shows the weights added to the edges between Congo and the various countries listed. Although
these numbers are small on the absolute scale, the added weights, especially for Belgium, Bolivia, Hungary,
Austria, and Morocco, are large compared to the kinds of weight additions expected by only five possible
overlapping lemmas. Unsurprisingly, these countries with high edge weights are the ones closely connected
to Congo in the network visualization.
7The 4th lemma, belgium, shows why I did not remove the names of countries from these historical period text networks.
Although many of the top tf-idf values are for proper nouns referring to its own country, the ones that are proper nouns and
refer to a different country create an appropriate connection between countries that should be reflected in the network.




Figure 3.11: Three later historical period networks. (a) 1897-1912 period. (b) 1912-1919 period; (c)
1925-1938 period.
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Number Group lemma Count tf idf tf idf
1 Congo united states op article 1 0.05 3.157 0.158
2 Congo kongo 1 0.05 2.464 0.123
3 Congo abrogation 2 0.1 0.906 0.091
4 Congo belgium 2 0.1 0.806 0.081
5 Iran shah 5 0.027 2.241 0.061
6 Iran coronation 4 0.022 2.752 0.059
7 Congo denunciation 1 0.05 1.142 0.057
8 Finland finnish 340 0.02 2.752 0.055
9 Finland finland 440 0.026 2.058 0.053
10 Bulgaria bulgarian 41 0.021 2.464 0.052
11 Iran teheran 3 0.016 3.157 0.051
12 Bolivia bolivia 33 0.027 1.548 0.042
13 Ukraine ukraine 156 0.015 2.752 0.041
14 Ukraine ukrainian 156 0.015 2.752 0.041
15 Switzerland swiss 30 0.018 2.241 0.04
16 Norway spitzbergen 26 0.01 3.157 0.032
17 Romania roumania 9 0.023 1.365 0.032
18 Paraguay paraguay 76 0.016 1.904 0.031
19 Denmark danish 1179 0.018 1.771 0.031
20 Colombia colombia 592 0.025 1.211 0.03
Table 3.5: Top 20 tf-idf values for lemma in 1912-1919 historical period.
Country Weight Added Country Weight Added
Belgium 0.0017 Italy 7.78E-06
Bolivia 0.00054 Finland 7.65E-06
Hungary 0.00047 Ecuador 6.76E-06
Austria 0.00047 China 6.71E-06
Morocco 0.00012 Haiti 6.59E-06
Germany 8.94E-05 Ukraine 6.15E-06
Greece 7.20E-05 Japan 4.09E-06
Turkey 6.16E-05 Mexico 3.52E-06
Netherlands 4.07E-05 Denmark 3.15E-06
Peru 3.10E-05 Russia 2.87E-06
Honduras 1.96E-05 Colombia 2.72E-06
Brazil 1.69E-05 Panama 2.65E-06
United Kingdon 1.60E-05 Nicaragua 1.32E-06
France 1.45E-05
Table 3.6: Weight added to edges of countries listed by the top 5
lemmas from the Congo group.
In addition to the problems with
Congo, a similar instance occurs for Iran,
which also has a very small number
of words available compared to other
countries. As a result, both Congo and
Iran are featured centrally for the text
networks created. If any other country
has the same lemma, textnets assumes
that it must be very similar since each
lemma is marked as being very important
to these small text countries. This is
clearly also the phenomenon occurring
with Tanzania, Greece, and San Marino
featuring as central in the 1925-1938
time period.
tf-idf can skew importance
calculations when there are too few
words available. When some nodes
represent text of very long length and
some others represent texts of very short
length, meaningful information is lost. In data science, usually more data is better to make models. Too
much variability in the lengths of texts, however, can create noise that muddies the results. That seems
to be the case for these later historical periods. One possible solution could be to remove the countries
with lower-boundary outliers in terms of the size of the text. Perhaps this would put more emphasis on
the countries the United States discussed the most. It is also possible, however, that the current version of
textnets may not be the right methodology for this part of the investigation.
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3.3.3 tf-idf and Big Data
As mentioned previously, tf-idf puts more weight on uncommon words through the use of natural log (ln).
This research has shown a potential issue with tf-idf, however. This thesis contained data sets with large and
small text sets together, which caused a loss of meaningful information. There may also be a problem with
tf-idf and text sets that are simply too large, however. It may be that ln is not strong enough to minimize
the effects of common words, even after removing stop words. An example is shown in Appendix A, when I
discuss the huge impacts of compound nouns in the update of textnets (A.1b). In that case, tf-idf could
not minimize these names enough to show the meaningful information.
There may be a fundamental problem with tf-idf that is causing this issue. Although tf-idf is used widely
in natural language processing and information retrieval problems, inverse document frequency (idf) was first
proposed as a heuristic with little theoretical background (Jones, 1972; Robertson Stephen, 2004). Many
scientists have since tried to calculate theoretical reasons why this definition of idf is the correct measure.
Robertson Stephen (2004) goes through some various suggestions for theoretical bases. He explains, for
instance, that one reason that a logarithmic function is better than a linear function is because a log allows
for a probabilistic understanding of the accepted additive ideas of scoring functions in information retrieval
theory. Stephen additionally shows that tf-idf works in the Okapi BM25 method, which tries to find a theme
in a document. These documents must all be elite, which means that they all refer to a theme that can be
determined. Using these examples, Stephen concludes that scientists generally know why tf-idf has been
successful.
These justifications as to why idf, and therefore tf-idf, is a theoretically sound idea may make sense for
information retrieval, but many applications natural language processing do not deal with text that is short
(like a search query in information retrieval problems), but instead investigate vast amounts of text data.
To test the limits of tf-idf on large datasets, I investigated the largest country subset, China. The China
network had always seemed to be an outlier. It was the only country network without a clear temporal
pattern, and it also seemed to be more of a hairball shape. After finding these recurring problems with
tf-idf, I wondered if the reason that this network looked different was because of the size of its text. I tested
this hypothesis by setting up an experiment where I took the full dataset and took a random sampling of a
certain percentage of documents within year. Using this method, I was able to keep the same distribution
of documents over each year, but I also had smaller subsets of the documents. I made 9 subsets, increasing
the percentage by 10% each time.
1 china1 = china %>%
2 group_by(year) %>%
3 sample_frac(.1, replace = FALSE)
I then ran each of these subsets through the exact same process as the other text networks to create
the visualizations. The results confirmed my hypothesis. As the size of the texts increased, the network
showed less meaningful information. Basically, the more documents were included, the less any individual
year mattered to the structure of the network. The contrast between the network created by 10% of the
available documents and the full set, shown in Figure 3.12, is stark. In the small network, the nodes follow
the temporal pattern, whereas the full set looks more like a hairball with no clear shape. It seems that
at around the 30% mark, information starts to disappear, and by 50% of the documents, most meaningful
information is hard to see (Figure 3.14).
This problem is not just represented in the visualization of the networks themselves. It appears that a
shrinking of the average value of tf-idf is at the heart of this visual problem. I stripped the tf-idf values for
all lemmas according to the code textnets uses to form the adjacency matrices.9 I then used graphed the
data with boxplots to see if there were distinguishable differences between the distributions of the smallest
subsets and the bigger subsets. Figure 3.13 shows that there are, actually, statistically significant differences
in the distributions of the smallest and biggest subsets. Even though the bigger subsets have the largest
absolute tf-idf values (Figure 3.13a), the distributions shrink closer and closer to 0 as the documents increase.
Interestingly, this shrink almost looks like an inverse exponential function, perhaps y = 1x , which would make
sense due to the use of log in tf-idf. This small experiment visualizes how, if x is the amount of text processed,




Figure 3.12: Smallest China subset compared with the full network. (a) 10% of documents, n = 3972; (b)
full set, n = 39738.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Boxplots of tf-idf for lemmas in subsets of increasing percentages of the China subset. (a)
Completely zoomed out; (b) Y-axis limit set to .0006
lim
x→∞
tf · idf (x) = 0
Therefore, the more documents, the less meaningful information is found in any one document. This is
a problem for natural language processing with big data. Maybe it is time for people interested in the
applications of text manipulation and investigation of big data to study new methods to compete with the




Figure 3.14: China subsets increasing in document percentage. (a) 30% of documents, n = 11924; (b) 50%




History doesn’t repeat itself, but it often rhymes.
– Mark Twain
4.1 Importance of Study
4.1.1 Traditional View of Historical Periods
In historical education and discussion, it is common to see events referred to with note to their “period”.
In reality, the definitions of historical periods and eras are incredibly variable and, in many cases, largely
unknown. As Webster (2004, p. 47, 49) explains, all historical periods are ultimately representations and
constructions of the researcher’s view of events, used to make sense of large amounts of information. This is
true of qualitative subjects in general, as there is ultimately some level of arbitrary nature for claiming that
one era starts somewhere and ends somewhere else. As Webster (2004, p. 48) writes,
Issues of periodization altogether have been little discussed either by general historians or by
musicologists during the last quarter-century. This inhibition has multiple causes: the apparently
simplistic, over-generalizing character of most period designations, the desire for objectivity in
historical writing following World War II, the preference for ‘thickly textured’ history and cultural
studies as opposed to the traditional ‘grand narratives’, the attractions of metahistory and the
anti-foundationalist orientation of postmodernism.
As implied by this quote, there is little quantitative research in the subject matter of historical periods in
modern history.
There is a problem with this ambiguity, of course, as both historians and researchers from other disciplines
may refer to different years when discussing a time period in history. This is particularly problematic in fields
like archeology which require a standard to categorize found items in the right time period. Doerr, Kritsotaki,
and Stead (2008) have the most solidified proposal for how to name a historical time period. They suggest a
computer-science based theory for naming archaeological time periods to standardize historical conservation
and museum curator efforts. According to their research, the historical periods discussed in this paper are
“cultural periods:” those that represent when a group of people’s ideas of the world change together. Cultural
periods, due to the gradual way that ideas transform, often overlap and are incredibly difficult to pinpoint
to a certain range of time. For reasons of practicality, cultural periods should, therefore, be associated with
“indicators” of a change. This could be a new government type, event like a war, or new innovation (Doerr
et al., 2008, p. 3). Although this still leads to some potential for disagreement, proposing cultural periods
as defined by one major event, thought, or invention, allows for a focus that is unattainable otherwise.
4.1.2 American Cultural Time Periods: A Quantitative Step
The research outlined in this thesis introduces a new, largely unbiased way to detect cultural time periods.
Foreign Relations of the United States represents volumes of documents that would be impossible to parse
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by hand. The massive amounts of text available in these volumes, however, give a glimpse into the thoughts
of American foreign relations officers and offices over 100 years. There is no better way to detect changing
historical ideas and views than to investigate when people, living and working in the time period, began
to change the way they discussed certain countries. This research method directly follows the concept of
cultural time periods. Using textnets, mathematical network theory, and betweenness centrality, we have
uncovered a means to suggest historical time periods from 1872-1949 from a United States perspective.
Although this research applies only from the view of the United States, the results contribute a new theory
of discussing and proposing cultural time periods.
4.2 Future Research Expansion
4.2.1 FRUS : A Growing Body of Research
The FRUS documents used in this study were the ones digitized by the University of Wisconsin-Madison
libraries and available online on their site. I used these documents because they were all completed
by the same group and have had relatively little attention. Although the FRUS volumes began with
President Abraham Lincoln, they technically will encompass each president’s term from 1861 on. The
problem with using many of these volumes together, as with any classified government documents, is
that the declassification and digitization process is incredibly slow. Today, volumes are available, and
almost completed, through President Jimmy Carter’s term ending in 1980 at https://history.state.gov/
historicaldocuments. Of course, this gives the possibility for expansion of this project by 20 years of
documents now, with the assumption that there will be many more documents in the future.
The years now available that are not included in this study, 1960–1980, are incredibly important
historically to United States/Middle East relations, as well as the beginning of the Cold War. Since these
volumes are published quite slowly (for example, only five volumes are planned for declassification in 2020),
it is possible to incorporate new data into the model and recalculate as information is released. Using this
method, the findings explained in this thesis can continue to improve and evolve.
4.2.2 tf-idf and Better Natural Language Processing
As is discussed in 3.3.3, tf-idf may not be the best method for natural language processing methods on
large datasets. There have been suggestions for how to best improve this metric, including (Xia & Chai,
2011). As quantitative methods keep evolving in traditionally qualitative fields, more research is needed
to solve the problems of tf-idf becoming less helpful as documents increase. Although ln is accepted for
its convenient overlap with probability theory, perhaps a more powerful function with a power could better
minimize the effects of too much text muddying the data. Perhaps the answer does not lie in a different
method for assigning text statistics, but instead in a different, and better, method of cleaning the data in
the beginning. It is possible that use of emerging machine learning techniques, like neural networks, could
be used to pick out data that would be useful to show patterns in the first place. It would be important to
remember if using this method, however, that one of the stated goals of using this quantitative methodology
is to discover things that were not realized before. It would be tremendously important, therefore, to make
sure that the user was not using a model to “discover” things they already knew to be true, rather than
letting the computer tell them new information.
4.2.3 History is (kind-of) a Cycle: Potential for a Prediction Model
With the introduction of advanced machine learning techniques such as neural networks, there is a push for
improved event detection (ED). Many of these event detection tasks are designed to scrape websites and
notice events in text such as those found in newspapers. Some examples of emerging techniques include
Nguyen and Grishman (2016); Feng, Qin, and Liu (2018); Lei, Wu, Zhang, and Liu (2005).These techniques
are still being created, but FRUS presents a dataset that could prove rich with events to find.
There are many potential research questions that fall under this category that could be investigated in
the future. One includes looking at the types of events that happen in the ±2 year range around a detected
era change. Looking at many of these types of era changes, there may be predictive quality for future era
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changes. Many of the eras examined in this thesis are related to conflict ending or beginning, but not all.
There are also eras of low or high betweenness centrality averages, explained in 3.2.1. Perhaps there are
certain types of events leading up to “high” change eras or “low” change eras. Potentially, we could use
neural network techniques to investigate what events happen in these millions of pages. The advantage to
this technique would be that there is a definite possibility that events are outlined in these pages that are
not considered mainstream historical change-makers, but may actually be predictive of change based on the
reports available in Foreign Relations of the United States. Who knows what secrets are available for those
who want to use the power of technology to look closely.
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Quantitative social science and the digital humanities are fields that are emerging in importance. In many
ways, the research explored in this thesis is at the edge of a relatively new, interdisciplinary look at history,
political science, social science, and possibly even security studies, to name a few areas of study. Research
in these intersections are needed to develop methodologies for new applications of data science. One of the
hardest parts of using developing methods, of course, are times when the new data does not fit well with
established ideas of the methodology. In this context, I am an “unique user” of this type of methodology:
someone with a humanities background as well as a quantitative one, with a large dataset to investigate. In
this appendix, I will discuss some of the setbacks I encountered over the two year analysis period, and the
decisions I made to combat these problems.
A.1 textnets and Large Datasets
One of the first problems I encountered was the newness of textnets. The citation date is 2016 and I began
my research in early 2018. When I first web-scraped FRUS documents and tried to run them through the
package, textnets was in its first release. During my time using textnets heavily, Dr. Bail and his lab
rolled out a few updates. These revisions significantly changed the code I needed to use, and made my
previous code worthless.
One of the major changes in the update was individually tagging every word (called a “lemma” in natural
language processing and linguistics) with its part of speech, removing all stop words based on a standard stop
words set, and identifying compound nouns. The first version of textnets had taken relatively no time at all
to run. In fact, I could almost run the entire 976 mb dataset on my laptop. The update, due to its additional
tasks, is highly computationally complex. The example used on https://github.com/cbail/textnets, for
instance, involves graphing only one state of the union speech for presidents of the United States.1 Even
with only this small amount of text information, running PrepText on this data takes over five minutes
on a 2017 MacBook Pro, according to the Github page (Bail, 2016). I decided I needed to subset the full
dataset into corresponding countries and proceed from there as there was no way I could run that high of a
computational load.
A.2 Data Cleaning in this Context
Subsetting
Subsetting became a difficult procedure. The final process is described in 2.1, but the decision to use this
technique was only after weighing the other options carefully. The best way would have been an advanced
classification method, probably using neural nets or other machine learning techniques. At the time, I did
1In R, this data can be found through the code snippet data(sotu, package = "textnets")
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not trust my ability in this area to do better than my own eye validation. Part of the reasoning for this
is because I only wanted documents in the subset that discussed a country, not from just documents that
mentioned one country in relation to another.
Ultimately, I used a combination of subsetting and Excel searching with manual transferring. I took
almost a month painstakingly going through all of the FRUS titles and subsets, looking for country names
that appeared. Using this list, I then searched the titles of documents for this country (and all various names,
as mentioned previously) and manually searched each document title to see if it actually belonged in that
country’s subset. I then took these documents and put them in a separate .csv file as the subset. Basically,
I used the subsets determined by the writers of the volumes but combined them over time, including name
changes.
Of course, there are problems with this method. One obvious issue is that some documents about
general items, for instance, “Report of the secretary of the postmaster general” (1861), are not included
in the datasets. While we may not actually think the number of post offices in 18612 is important, there
are volumes that may be more important that are not included in this analysis. For instance, there are
supplemental volumes regarding World War I and World War II. These volumes contain topical pieces (such
as, the United States statement of neutrality for World War I in its full form). As the titles in these general
volumes do not refer to any countries, these documents are not included in the final subsets. In all, the set
of all subsets has 248,186 pages, which includes repetition if a document belongs in more than one subset.
The full dataset has 340,109 pages. This is a difference of almost 92,000 pages.
Although this is a lot of pages relative to the overall number, there is probably not actually that big of
a difference to the results. The problem with including these “general” documents in any subset without
investigating them closely is that, if the documents are about US policy and not foreign relations, they are
inherently not about any country. My networks do not investigate what the US said about itself. In this
way, the current subsetting method is good for its purpose. Of course, as I increase in my own machine
learning ability and machine learning methods develop, subsetting this dataset could certainly be improved.
Removing Country Names
Another impact of the textnets update was including compound nouns as their own lemmas. This process
is important for this type of data since many names exist. “Soviet Union,” for example, was originally coded
as two lemmas: “Soviet” and “Union” in the original update. Of course, we know that this is incorrect as
“union” has a very different meaning on its own than compounded with “Soviet.” There are many examples
where having the ability to code for compound nouns is useful. The newer networks then, were supposed to
be more accurate for my research interests. The update, however, started returning vastly different networks
than before the update. For countries that had seemed to have one or two nodes with high betweenness
centrality before the update, it was all too frequent that the result after the update was a massive hairball
with no distinguishable shape, such as is shown in Figure A.1.
I redid many of my calculations and kept getting the same results. I looked at the update, trying to figure
out what could have made the biggest difference. My best hypothesis was that names (including compound
nouns) were occurring frequently in all years and, therefore, would link the documents to each other. I
experimented this hypothesis by removing the lemmas with names. I also explored with cleaning the data
more completely by removing symbols and numbers as lemmas. This finalized process is discussed and the
code I used for each network is listed in 2.2.
This is, clearly, a major difference from the non-cleaned network made from the update. This may portray
a certain problem with textnets, in that it is highly swayed by mistakes in cleaning. It also had a huge
difference after the update, which suggests problems with reproducibility. Perhaps this problem is surfacing
as my project is one of the first to use textnets with such a large dataset. This reflects the possible issues
with tf-idf with too many documents, as I suggest in 3.3.3.
2According to this document, on June 30th, 1861, there were 28,586 post offices - an increase of 88 from the year before
(Message of the President of the United States to the two houses of Congress, at the commencement of the second session of
the thirty-seventh congress, 1861).
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(a) (b)
Figure A.1: Japan networks before and after the textnets update. (a) Original network; (b) After the
update.
A.3 textnets Code Bug
Only last minute, I discovered that the CreateTextnet function of textnets has a bug related to the
calculation of tf-idf. For some reason, when I clean the data.frame created by PrepText function using
the method above, CreateTexnet cannot calculate the count correctly, which means that the tf-idf statistic
does not operate properly. As a result, sometimes there are negative tf-idf values calculated. I have, so far,
not been able to discover why this is happening. I will continue to investigate this issue and will have it
solved before I take this research to publication. However, even with this bug, there is no reason to believe
that the general results shown in this thesis are not accurate.
A.4 Cloud Research Computing
Due to the size and complexity of textnet processing, I could not run the program locally. I moved my
research to Longleaf, UNC’s access to cloud research computing. Just to illustrate the complexity of this
task via textnets, here are a few of the run times on SLURM for different networks:3
Type of Network Example Time
One country 6 hours, 58 minutes, 23 seconds
Historical Period 1 day, 18 hours, 5 minutes, 12 seconds
Full Dataset 3 days, 55 minutes, 38 seconds
3An important thing to note is that, even after all of this time on the full dataset, I could could not complete the network
creation process due to system crashes.
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A.5 “Arbitrary” Decisions
Like any research, some of the decisions made regarding this research are “arbitrary.” There is only so much
that mathematics can tell us about how to assign variables that are inherently qualitative. As a researcher,
I have learned that it is ok to sometimes make a decision that I feel is best, even if there is not a lot of basis
for why this decision is better than another.
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FRUS documents from 1860-1960 created 93 country subsets, listed below in alphabetical order. In this































































































The dataset sizes vary tremendously, both in number of years represented and number of documents. B.1
shows the complete statistics for each country.1
Country Name Num. of Pages Num. of Years =
(Nv = |V |)
First Year
1 Afghanistan 345 17 1921
2 Albania 1025 20 1922
3 Argentina 2922 76 1865.66
4 Australia 236 18 1921
5 Austria 3570 78 1861
6 Belgium 979 64 1861
7 Bolivia 1201 55 1865.66
8 Brazil 3075 79 1863
9 Bulgaria 1661 30 1903
10 Burma 490 6 1946
11 Cambodia 987 7 1943
12 Canada 1497 33 1920
13 Chile 2486 79 1861
14 China 39738 89 1863
15 Colombia 2300 76 1865.66
16 Congo 579 9 1885.86
17 Costa Rica 842 59 1865.66
18 Cuba 3856 48 1872
19 Cyprus 599 3 1952.54
20 Czechoslovakia 1679 24 1920
21 Denmark 793 53 1861
22 Dominican Republic 1689 54 1894
23 Ecuador 1383 60 1865.66
24 Egypt 2867 42 1861
25 El Salvador 865 52 1865.66
26 Estonia 114 11 1923
27 Ethiopia 1102 29 1904
28 Finland 828 25 1918
29 France 10185 86 1861
30 Germany 16409 86 1861
31 Ghana 51 2 1955.57
1“Years” is used liberally in B.1. A separate year is counted when a volume has a set of years, like 1956-1960, shown as
1956.60. The number of unique “years” represents how many nodes the subset will have.
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32 Greece 2945 68 1865.66
33 Guatemala 1800 62 1861
34 Haiti 3161 84 1865.66
35 Honduras 1120 58 1866.67
36 Hungary 2688 64 1873.74
37 Iceland 192 14 1930
38 India 357 5 1939
39 Indonesia 2238 9 1945
40 Iran 3876 53 1884.85
41 Iraq 642 21 1930
42 Ireland 286 21 1927
43 Israel 8592 19 1936
44 Italy 3738 78 1861
45 Japan 17699 84 1861
46 Jordan 1716 7 1946
47 Kenya 2 2 1939
48 Korea 6914 27 1883
49 Kuwait 13 4 1949
50 Laos 1858 7 1943
51 Latvia 158 10 1923
52 Liberia 1840 57 1865.66
53 Lithuania 71 8 1924
54 Luxembourg 9 5 1903
55 Mexico 9834 85 1861
56 Montenegro 5 2 1905
57 Morocco 1398 51 1863
58 Nepal 40 2 1950
59 Netherlands 995 67 1861
60 New Zealand 68 10 1933
61 Nicaragua 2367 65 1861
62 Norway 860 65 1863
63 Panama 1950 49 1903
64 Paraguay 827 47 1866.67
65 Peru 1771 72 1861
66 Philippines 870 13 1937
67 Poland 2402 30 1920
68 Portugal 1047 66 1861
69 Romania 1775 32 1881.82
70 Russia 12992 85 1861
71 Samoa 376 5 1894
72 San Marino 15 3 1908
73 Saudi Arabia 1282 19 1928
74 Serbia 19 7 1888.89
75 Singapore 62 1 1955.57
76 South Africa 444 18 1896
77 Spain 5982 81 1861
78 Sri Lanka 254 4 1951
79 Sweden 1131 61 1861
80 Switzerland 1133 60 1861
81 Syria 1891 18 1933
82 Tanzania 7 2 1937
83 Thailand 1131 40 1877
84 Tunisia 543 12 1863
85 Turkey 5279 87 1861
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86 Ukraine 93 2 1918
87 United Kingdom 14845 89 1861
88 Uruguay 690 43 1865.66
89 Vatican City 193 9 1939
90 Venezuela 1658 64 1861
91 Vietnam 2347 8 1943
92 Yemen 79 8 1927
93 Yugoslavia 1845 26 1921
Mean (µ) 2674.93 38.12 1896.45
Median (M) 1131 30 1888.89
Standard Deviation (σ) 5195.10 29.47























18 Cuba Central America
22 Dominican Republic Central America
25 El Salvador Central America
33 Guatemala Central America
34 Haiti Central America
35 Honduras Central America
61 Nicaragua Central America
63 Panama Central America
26 Estonia Eastern Europe
36 Hungary Eastern Europe
51 Latvia Eastern Europe
53 Lithuania Eastern Europe
67 Poland Eastern Europe
69 Romania Eastern Europe
70 Russia Eastern Europe












72 San Marino Europe
77 Spain Europe
80 Switzerland Europe
87 United Kingdom Europe
89 Vatican City Europe
1 Afghanistan Middle East
40 Iran Middle East
41 Iraq Middle East
43 Israel Middle East
46 Jordan Middle East
49 Kuwait Middle East
73 Saudi Arabia Middle East
81 Syria Middle East
85 Turkey Middle East
92 Yemen Middle East
12 Canada North America
55 Mexico North America
4 Australia Oceania






3 Argentina South America
7 Bolivia South America
8 Brazil South America
13 Chile South America
15 Colombia South America
17 Costa Rica South America
23 Ecuador South America
64 Paraguay South America
65 Peru South America
88 Uruguay South America
90 Venezuela South America
10 Burma Southeast Asia
11 Cambodia Southeast Asia
38 India Southeast Asia
39 Indonesia Southeast Asia
50 Laos Southeast Asia
58 Nepal Southeast Asia
66 Philippines Southeast Asia
75 Singapore Southeast Asia
78 Sri Lanka Southeast Asia
83 Thailand Southeast Asia
43
91 Vietnam Southeast Asia
Table B.2: Location Groups for Each Country
B.1 Years Represented
The United States did not write about every country each year, and some countries did not exist until a
certain point in the timeline. In this section, I will show some statistics and visualizations on the years
represented.
First Years The year at which the subset begins indicates how early on the US was interested in the
country, like is shown in B.1a. There also seems to be some correlation between the first year in a subset
and how many unique years appear in the subset, as shown in B.1b.
(a) (b)
Figure B.1: (a) First Year in Subset by Number of Subsets; (b) First Year in Subset by Number of Unique
Years. Line drawn with LOESS.
Number of Years Following the intuition from B.1b, I constructed a linear model with the first year
available predicting the number of unique years. A linear model with x = first year in subset predicting y
= number of unique years is statistically significant at the α = 0.0 level, as shown in B.3.
The number of unique years is important for network calculations because num unique yrs= Nv = |V |.
Graphs with more nodes represent subsets of countries in which the United States was interested for a greater
span in the 1860-1960 time frame.
B.2 Number of Pages
As is true with many problems of statistical analysis, more available data will give more precise answers
to complex questions. In FRUS, additionally, the strict number of pages available in a subset can provide
information about ”how much” was happening in these countries, according to the United States. The
number of pages does not show shifts in time like Betweenness Centrality, but it can provide a base numerical
value for importance, as a neutral term, to the United States over these 100 years. In Table B.4, we can this
simple measure of importance to the United States in clear terms with the top 10 and bottom 5 countries
by number of pages written out.
The big takeaway from Figure B.2a is that just a few country subsets have a large number of the pages.









Residual Std. Error 30.057 (df = 92)
F Statistic 146.027∗∗∗ (df = 1; 92)
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table B.3: A Linear Model with first yr → num unique yrs
(a) (b)
Figure B.2: (a) Histogram of Number of Pages with µ = 2674.93 (blue), M = 1131 (red); (b) Histogram of
Number of Pages without China, with µ = 2272.07 (blue), M = 1131 (red).
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Figure B.3: Pie Graph for the Number of Pages in Subsets. The top 10 subsets are labeled, while the other
83 countries are lumped together in “Bottom 83”.
Num Rank Country Name Num. of Pages Num. of Years =
(Nv = |V |)
First Year
14 1 China 39738 89 1863
45 2 Japan 17699 84 1861
29 3 Germany 16409 86 1861
31 4 United Kingdom 14845 89 1861
70 5 Russia 12992 85 1861
28 6 France 10185 86 1861
55 7 Mexico 9834 85 1861
43 8 Israel 8592 19 1936
48 9 Korea 6914 27 1883
77 10 Spain 5982 81 1861
49 89 Kuwait 13 4 1949
54 90 Luxembourg 9 5 1903
82 91 Tanzania 7 2 1937
56 92 Montenegro 5 2 1905
47 93 Kenya 2 2 1939
Table B.4: Top 10 and Bottom 5 Countries by Number of Pages
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